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10 original traces amazing music, vocals, harmony that draws from alt. shake pop shake modernistic rock

10 MP3 Songs ROCK: Modern Rock, ROCK: Progressive Rock Above Shame Songs Details: Hi, I'm Kipp

Richardson. I am 20 years of age the lead singer and songwriter, I first became interested in playing a

guitar from my grandfather because he played a guitar. My grandmother gave me his guitar after he died

so I could learn to play it. I was 10 years of age at the time. I bought a book to teach myself some basic

chords, and soon after I took a few lessons. By the time I was 14, I was writing songs and playing the

guitar. As time went by my song writing inproved and became more complex. When I was 17, I started

playing with a band called ACTRESS. We played at venues around the area where we live in Tennessee.

WE once opened for a band called Stereo Mudd,a GREAT band. Maybe you have heard of them. If not,

oh well. It got to the point where I just wasn't interested in the type of music we were playing. So I

dropped out of the band and decided to start my own band and play the songs that I had written. My first

band was (Branded A Fool) we were a three piece band. We signed a promotional contract with Black

Rose Productions from New York. We recorded a single and made a video. I think the video is still on

Black Rose Productions web-site. Oh, well we did not land a recording contract from this deal. Life goes

on, After about 18 months we had a personnel change and changed our band name also. Our new name

is now (ACRONAIRE) a four piece band and our names are Kipp (lead guitar,and vocals),Chris

(drums,age 20),Matt (bass guitar,and vocals,age 21 ),Evan (rhythm guitar,age 19). We've been together a

little under one year. This is our first CD release, so please take a listen to some of our songs and buy

this CD and tell all your friends to buy one too! Help us to be the number ONE seller on cdbaby.com. This

is Kipp saying THANKS !
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